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Abstract—We introduce a new problem of gaze anticipation on future frames which extends the conventional gaze prediction problem
to go beyond current frames. To solve this problem, we propose a new generative adversarial network based model, Deep Future
Gaze (DFG), encompassing two pathways: DFG-P is to anticipate gaze prior maps conditioned on the input frame which provides task
influences; DFG-G is to learn to model both semantic and motion information in future frame generation. DFG-P and DFG-G are then
fused to anticipate future gazes. DFG-G consists of two networks: a generator and a discriminator. The generator uses a two-stream
spatial-temporal convolution architecture (3D-CNN) for explicitly untangling the foreground and background to generate future frames. It
then attaches another 3D-CNN for gaze anticipation based on these synthetic frames. The discriminator plays against the generator by
distinguishing the synthetic frames of the generator from the real frames. Experimental results on the publicly available egocentric and
third person video datasets show that DFG significantly outperforms all competitive baselines. We also demonstrate that DFG achieves
better performance of gaze prediction on current frames in egocentric and third person videos than state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms—Egocentric videos, gaze anticipation, generative adversarial network, saliency, visual attention
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 EGOCENTRIC video analysis [1], i.e. analyzing videos2

captured from the first person perspective, is an3

emerging field in computer vision which can benefit many4

applications, such as virtual reality (VR) and augmented5

reality (AR). One of the key components in egocentric video6

analysis is gaze prediction — the process of predicting the7

point of gaze (where human is fixating) in the head-centered8

coordinate system. Extending the gaze prediction problem9

to go beyond the current frame [2], [3], our paper presents10

the new and important problem of gaze anticipation: the11

prediction of gaze in future frames of egocentric videos12

within a few seconds and proposes a promising solution13

which is further developed from [4].14

Gaze anticipation enables the predictive computation15

and is useful in many applications, such as human-machine16

interaction [5], attention-driver user interface [6] and17

interactive advertisements [7]. For example, VR headsets,18

as one category of egocentric devices, require high19

computation power and fast speed for synthesizing virtual20

realities upon interaction from users [8]. Gaze anticipation21

facilitates the computation-demanding systems to plan22

ahead on VR rendering with increased buffer time [9]. Thus,23

pre-rendering of the virtual scenes based on anticipated24

gaze locations within the next few seconds provides25

smoother presentations in virtual reality and hence better26
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Fig. 1. Problem illustration: gaze anticipation on future frames within a
few seconds on egocentric videos. Given the current frame, the task is
to predict the future gaze locations. Our proposed DFG method solves
this problem through synthesizing future frames (transparent ones) and
predicting corresponding future gaze locations (red circles).

user experience [8]. In interactive advertisement design 27

[7], gaze anticipation could also assist remote information 28

server in pre-fetching contextual e-advertisements and 29

prompting to the consumers without noticeable time delays. 30

As gaze information reflects human intent and goal 31

inferences [10], gaze anticipation also reduces users’ 32

reaction time with proactive feedbacks. It becomes critical 33

especially in life-threatening scenarios, such as elderly fall 34

prevention and collision avoidance in car driving. With 35

gaze anticipation, the assistive system could anticipate 36

the elderly’s intention in navigation and alert them to be 37

cautious about unnoticed hazards in front. Similarly, gaze 38

anticipation could also be implemented in driver attention 39

alert system and provide the proactive feedbacks to the 40

drivers about unattended obstacles on the roads ahead. 41

Gaze, as a perceptual variable, cues attention. Attention 42

can be categorized into two distinct functions: the 43

bottom-up attentional guidance driven by external stimuli 44

due to their inherent features relative to the backgrounds, 45

such as the visual contrast; and the top down attention 46
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mechanism according to the current goals and purposeful47

plans, such as the navigation task towards the driver’s48

desired destination location. Inspired by these attention49

mechanisms, we tackle gaze anticipation problem in50

two streams. Given the current frame, our proposed51

model, Deep Future Gaze (DFG), generates future frames52

using generative adversarial network (GAN) through a53

competition between a generator and a discriminator,54

and then predicts the gaze locations on these frames as55

bottom-up approach (DFG-G). Meanwhile, DFG anticipates56

the gaze prior maps as task influences (DFG-P) that57

mediates the bottom-up temporal saliency maps from the58

generator in DFG-G. Based on the latent representation59

extracted from the input frame before the generator, we60

use another 3D-CNN to predict spatial priors for gaze61

locations. This is the direct approach where DFG-P makes62

reasonings about the episodic steps in the task according63

to the semantic information extracted from the current64

frame without the intermediate future frame generation65

step. These goal-driven spatial priors bias the bottom-up66

saliency prediction leading to higher anticipation accuracy.67

Evaluations of DFG on public egocentric datasets show68

that DFG boosts the performance of gaze anticipation69

to a considerable extent surpassing all the competitive70

baselines. In addition to cooking tasks, DFG demonstrates71

its capacity of generalizing to the object search task on72

Object Search Task Dataset (OST) [4]. Although DFG is73

not specifically trained for conventional gaze prediction74

problem on current frames, our GAN-based framework75

also significantly advances the state-of-the-arts for this76

problem. Moreover, we extend beyond egocentric videos77

and introduce the novel gaze anticipation problem on third78

person videos where the background is often static. In79

this case, DFG also achieves the best performance among80

all the baselines. Our rigorous analysis in the experiment81

section validates that our architecture can be generalized to82

diverse foreground and background motions. At last, we83

integrated our anticipated gaze locations with the existing84

activity recognition network. The reported results verify that85

anticipated gaze helps egocentric activity recognition.86

In summary, our paper has the following contributions:87

• We introduce a novel and important problem of gaze88

anticipation on egocentric and third-person videos.89

• We propose an integrated framework consisting of90

GAN-based bottom-up stream and task-specific stream.91

Complementary to bottom-up approach, a task-specific92

mechanism estimates gaze spatial priors and biases93

the bottom-up saliency predication where the task94

information can be extracted from the current frame.95

• Instead of handcrafting visual cues for gaze prediction96

on egocentric and third person videos, such as hands97

and objects, our model automatically learns these cues98

during end-to-end training.99

• Our proposed method outperforms all the competitive100

baselines and demonstrates its capacity of anticipating101

gazes in both egocentric and third-person videos102

across various activities, such as cooking and object103

search. Without any additional training, our model104

also achieves state-of-the-art performance in the gaze105

prediction problem on current frames.106

This paper extends our previously published method 107

[4] by introducing the additional task-specific attention 108

stream which further boosts the gaze anticipation 109

performance. Apart from the updated experimental 110

results on egocentric videos using the newly integrated 111

architecture, we also introduce the novel gaze anticipation 112

problem on third person videos and provide evaluation 113

results on public datasets. Moreover, we add more 114

experimental investigations about our architecture design 115

by exploring the potential factors influencing gaze 116

anticipation performance and comparing the ablation 117

results on both egocentric and third person videos. 118

2 PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK 119

We review important works related to computational 120

models of visual attention and gaze prediction on egocentric 121

and third-person videos. As our method is inspired by 122

generative video models, we also provide literature reviews 123

on video generation approaches in computer vision. 124

2.1 Saliency Prediction 125

Computational saliency models are based on 126

feature-integration theory [11] where low-level features, 127

such as color, contrast and intensity, are combined. The 128

first models were developed by Koch et al. [12] and 129

Itti et al. [13]. Subsequent works [14], [15], [16] further 130

improve saliency map predictions via various methods 131

such as graph-based saliency model [14], boolean map 132

based saliency [17] and information maximization-based 133

saliency [18]. With the increasing availability of larger scale 134

human fixation datasets, a number of works [19], [20], 135

[21] employed the data-driven approaches. These works 136

explored the best feature combinations from a set of low 137

and high level features, such as objects and scene context, 138

using support vector machine (SVM) [22], [23], least-square 139

regression and AdaBoost [24]. 140

The most recent saliency models leverage rich pools 141

of semantic regions or objects in the scene from deep 142

convolutional neural network [25], [26]. The first attempt 143

to leverage deep learning for saliency prediction was [27] 144

where they used the response from convolution layers as 145

feature maps to classify the fixated regions. Subsequent 146

work [28] was developed based on Alexnet [29] initially for 147

object recognition network. In [30] and [25], deep models 148

were applied across coarse and fine scales and then a large 149

number of other neural network models emerged in saliency 150

community; but they focus on image saliency prediction and 151

the motion information across frames has been discarded. 152

2.2 Gaze Prediction on Videos 153

In egocentric video analysis, Ba et al. [31] proposed to 154

analyze visual attention by exploring correlations between 155

head orientation and gaze direction. Similarly, Yamada 156

et al. [2] presented gaze prediction models and explored 157

motion correlations with the aid of external motion sensors. 158

Borji et al. [32] explored a direct mapping from motor 159

actions and low-level features to fixation locations in the 160

driving simulation scenario where motor actions are from 161

the top-down stream. In these cases, additional information 162
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other than egocentric videos is required. The most recent163

model on gaze prediction in hand-object manipulation tasks164

was proposed by Yin et al. [3]. Hand detection and pose165

recognition provide primary egocentric cues in their model.166

Since their egocentric cues are predefined, their model may167

not generalize well to various egocentric activities especially168

when hands are not involved.169

There is rich literature in gaze prediction on third-person170

videos, such as [33], [34], [35], [36]. Most of these171

works model temporal dynamics by salient candidate172

selection across time [35], space-time whitening [34] or173

video compression [33]. One of the recent works [36] is174

developed based on Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)175

which learns the essential spatial-temporal features via176

end-to-end training. However, it is not clear how these177

methods could perform on egocentric videos. Moreover, the178

inputs to these frameworks often require multiple frames,179

whereas the input in our gaze anticipation problem is one180

single current frame.181

2.3 Generative Video Models182

Learning how scenes transform with time is a fundamental183

research problem. Our work builds upon state-of-the-art184

adversarial learning methods [37], [38]. Generative185

adversarial networks have shown fascinating performance186

for image modeling [37], [39], [40] and we extend to187

videos. Notably, [41] and [42] also use generative adversarial188

networks for video frame prediction. [42] improves the189

video generation performance in terms of predicting videos190

for longer time scale and learning video prediction using191

unlabeled data. There are also related works in video192

generation [43], [44], [45], [46] and future perdition [47],193

[48], [49], [50]; however, most of these generative models194

are conditioned on the past frames. The recent work195

[51] proposes to use biologically-inspired predictive coding196

mechanism to learn temporal scene dynamics by providing197

both feed-forward and feedback connections. Different from198

their work, we use spatial-temporal networks to jointly199

generate a sequence of future frames which prevents error200

accumulating due to iterative feeding the generated frames201

back as the input. Our work is also related to a large202

body of works that applies spatial temporal networks on203

unlabeled videos for visual recognition tasks [52], [53], [54],204

[55]. Instead, we adapt them for video generation and hence,205

gaze anticipation. To the best of our knowledge, we are the206

first to tackle gaze anticipation problem on both egocentric207

videos and third-person videos.208

3 OUR MODEL209

In this section, we first introduce an overview of our210

proposed model, Deep Future Gaze (DFG), and then give211

the detailed analysis of its architecture. We provide the212

training and implementation details in the end.213

3.1 Architecture Overview214

Given the current frame as the input, we aim to215

output a sequence of anticipated gaze locations in the216

next few seconds. To address this challenging problem,217

we propose an integrated framework consisting of two218

pathways: task-specific pathway DFG-P and bottom-up 219

pathway DFG-G. In DFG-G, it consists of two modules: 220

generative adversarial networks (GAN)-based Future 221

Frame Generation and Temporal Saliency Prediction. In 222

Future Frame Generation, it has two networks: Generator 223

and Discriminator. 224

Generator generates future frames and then Temporal 225

Saliency Prediction predicts their corresponding temporal 226

saliency maps, i.e., spatial probabilistic maps of gaze 227

locations across time. DFG-G is regarded as the bottom-up 228

pathway where the attention is driven by external stimuli 229

(the generated future frames). Complementary to DFG-G, 230

we add in DFG-P to estimate the priors of gaze locations 231

without the intermediate future frame generation step. It 232

makes inference about the gaze distribution in the task at 233

hand based on the latent representation of the input frame. 234

In the end, the task-specific attention mechanism from 235

DFG-P mediates the bottom-up attention in DFG-G. The 236

temporal saliency maps predicted from DFG-G get biased 237

by the gaze spatial priors via element-wise summation. 238

The spatial coordinates with the maximum probability are 239

output as the anticipated gaze locations. 240

3.2 The Generator Network 241

In Future Frame Generation, the goal of Generator is to 242

produce a sequence of N subsequent frames It+1,t+N from 243

a latent representation h(It) of the current frame It. Hence, 244

It+1,t+N can be used for predicting N temporal saliency 245

maps St+1,t+N in Temporal Saliency Prediction. Here 246

the latent representation h(It) is learned from a 2D-CNN. 247

In order to identify the foreground motions (hands and 248

objects) out of the complex background motion due to 249

the head movements, we propose a two-stream generator 250

architecture. To avoid the error in the frame generation 251

accumulating from one frame to another, Generator is 252

designed to generate a sequence of N future frames at once 253

instead of a system where the generated frame It+1 is fed 254

back as the input to generate the subsequent frame It+2. The 255

number of predicted frames N is application dependent. 256

We select 32 frames or about 2.5 seconds as we believe 257

such duration is adequate for practical applications. The 258

complete analysis regarding the performance of our model 259

versus number of output frames is presented in Section 4.12. 260

We use 3D-CNN in two streams for learning 261

motion representations. Meanwhile, fractionally strided 262

convolution layers (upsampling layers) are added after 263

the convolution to preserve proper spatial and temporal 264

resolution for the output frame sequence. The equation for 265

generating the sequence of N predicted frames It+1,t+N is 266

It+1,t+N =F (h(It))�M(h(It))

+ (1−M(h(It)))�B(h(It)),
(1)

where � is the elementwise-multiplication operation, 267

F (·) represents the foreground generation model and 268

B(·) represents the background generation model. M(·) 269

is a spatial-temporal mask untangling foreground and 270

background motion where its pixel value ranges from 271

[0, 1]. In particular, 1 indicates foreground and 0 indicates 272

background. Both F (·) and B(·) generate a sequence of N 273

predicted RGB-colored frames, each frame with dimension 274
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Real/Fake?
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𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑆𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

DFG-P pathway

DFG-G pathway

ℎ2

Fig. 2. Architecture of our proposed Deep Future Gaze (DFG) model. It contains DFG-P and DFG-G pathways. In Generator in Future Frame
Generation Module in DFG-G, latent representation of the current frame It is extracted by 2D ConvNet. To explicitly untangle foreground
and background, it then branches into two streams: one for learning the representation for the foreground and the mask; one for learning the
representation of the background. These 3 streams are combined to generate future frames (blue boundaries). Based on the generated frames,
Temporal Saliency Prediction Module predicts the temporal saliency maps. As a competitor to Generator, Discriminator uses a 3D ConvNet
to distinguish the generated frames from real frames Rt,t+N (black boundaries) by classifying its inputs to real or fake. DFG-P predicts the gaze
spatial priors from the task at hand inferred from the latent representation of It. Element-wise summation is performed on the gaze spatial prior
maps and the temporal saliency maps to produce the anticipated gaze locations (red dots).

3 × W × H where W and H are the width and the275

height of the predicted frame respectively. Foregrounds and276

backgrounds of predicted frames get merged by masksM(·)277

of dimension N × 1 × W × H replicated across 3 color278

channels to produce It+1,t+N . The foreground, background279

and mask models are parameterized by 3D-CNN. The280

foreground model and the mask model share the same281

weights until the last layer which has two branches, one282

for foreground generation for N frames with 3 color283

channels and one for the mask generation forN frames with284

single channels. The background generation model employs285

another separate 3D-CNN.286

We note that, in egocentric videos, there often exists287

a clear distinction between foreground and background288

motions. While foreground objects tend to move together289

more coherently among themselves, they tend to distinguish290

from background objects due to motion relativity. For291

example, when the subject is transferring the food in292

hands from one place to another, foreground objects, such293

as arms and manipulated objects, tend to be always in294

the center of the egocentric frames while the background295

objects are moving in the opposite direction of head296

movements in the egocentric frames. The coherence within297

foreground and background motions themselves and the298

clear boundary between these motions make DFG learn299

to distangle the foreground objects from the background300

automatically during frame generation even though there is301

no specific training loss to explicitly supervise the network302

to distinguish these two. 303

As the rich information including the learnt egocentric 304

motion dynamics on the generated future frames is useful 305

for visual attention in egocentric videos, we adopt these 306

features for gaze anticipation. Thus, Generator is followed 307

by Temporal Saliency Prediction to generate temporal 308

saliency maps of dimension N × 1×W ×H . 309

3.3 The Discriminator Network 310

Generating N frames implies the need of a large number of 311

pixels. This is an extremely difficult task when only a single 312

frame is given. To enhance the quality of generated frames, 313

DFG employs Discriminator as a competitor to Generator, 314

by providing the additional feedbacks to Generator [56]. 315

Discriminator aims to distinguish the synthetic 316

examples from the real ones. There are two criteria for 317

the synthetic frames to be “real”: first, the semantics 318

from the scene are coherent across space (e.g. no table 319

surface inside the refrigerator); second, the motions from 320

both the foreground and the background are consistent 321

across time (e.g. hand movements have to be smooth). 322

Thus, Discriminator follows the same architecture as the 323

foreground generation model other than replacing all the 324

upsampling layers with the convolution layers and this 325

architecture has also been shown to be effective in [56]. The 326

output is a binary label indicating whether the input frame 327

is fake or real. 328
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3.4 DFG Gaze Spatial Prior Pathway (DFG-P)329

As a complementary of DFG-G pathway, DFG-P estimates330

the gaze spatial priors based on the latent representation331

h(It) of the current frame It in Generator. The semantic332

information in h(It) underlying the task information333

contributes to the inference about the distribution of gaze334

locations in the next few seconds. To ensure the gaze335

movements to be coherent across spatial and temporal336

domains, we use a 3D-CNN in DFG-P to estimate the prior337

maps for gaze locations of dimension N × 1 × W × H .338

At the training stage, the 3D-CNN encodes the spatial339

distributions of gaze locations and their motion trajectories340

corresponding to the episodic steps in the task at hand.341

In the end, the gaze prior maps from DFG-P mediate the342

temporal saliency maps from Temporal Saliency Prediction343

module. The bias from the task information is fused344

with the stimuli-driven bottom-up attention mechanism345

via an element-wise summation operation. We normalize346

the spatial prior maps and the temporal saliency maps347

to be within range [0, 1] before element-wise summation.348

Concerned with the large variance of gradient changes349

in element-wise multiplication, we use element-wise350

summation instead to adaptively tune the effect of the351

task-specific bias on the bottom-up saliency. The results352

after element-wise summation are normalized again and the353

highest activation points on these probabilistic maps are the354

most probable anticipated gaze locations.355

We should be cautious that, there is no top-down356

modulation in DFG. DFG-P, which carries task-specific357

information, is still a feed-forward 3D-CNN.358

Complementary to realistic visual features that guides359

gaze anticipation in DFG-G, DFG-P relaxes constraints360

on visual features and learns task-specific gaze priors or361

any abstract representations of the task useful for gaze362

anticipation. For example, in “spreading jam on bread”363

task, given the current frame showing the human subject364

puts the bread on the plate which is probably in the lower365

half of the egocentric view, DFG-P predicts high attention366

values to the upper half of the egocentric view (the table367

where all bottles are located) in the next few seconds due368

to the “jam bottle grabbing” task while DFG-G estimates369

the visual saliency of all bottles on the table and selects the370

jam-bottle like visual features.371

3.5 Training372

Training We train DFG end-to-end by stochastic gradient373

descent with learning rate 0.00005 and momentum 0.5.374

Adam Optimizer [57] is used. Generator and Discriminator375

play against each other. Generator is designed to predict376

future frames as “real” as possible to fool Discriminator,377

while Discriminator strives to tell real frames from the378

generated ones. These two networks try to minimize379

the maximum payoff of its opponent with respect to380

their network parameters wD and wG respectively. In381

addition, we add another L1 loss term to ensure that382

the first generated video frame is visually consistent with383

the input frame without the over-smoothing artifacts. A384

hyper-parameter λ is used for tuning the weight of losses385

between the min-max game and the consistency term. Both386

networks are trained alternatively. The objective function for 387

Discriminator is 388

min
wD

fD(Rt:t+N , h) , Lce(D(Rt:t+N ;wD), 1)

+Lce(D(G(h;wG)), 0),
(2)

where h denotes the hidden representation h(It) of input 389

frame It, Rt:t+N represents the real frames and the binary 390

cross entropy loss Lce is defined as 391

Lce(Ŷ , Y ) = Y log(Ŷ ) + (1− Y ) log(1− Ŷ ), (3)

where Y ∈ {0, 1} denotes real or fake and Ŷ ∈ [0, 1] denotes 392

the output from Discriminator. 393

As the opponent of Discriminator, Generator needs to 394

satisfy two requirements: 1) the generated outputs should 395

be real enough to fool Discriminator; 2) the initial output of 396

the generated frames should be visually consistent with the 397

current frame. The objective function for training Generator 398

is thus formulated as 399

min
wG

fG(It) , Lce(D(G(h;wG)), 1)

+ λ‖It −G(It;wG)‖1,
(4)

where λ is set as 0.1 which shows to achieve the best 400

performance in our case. ‖ · ‖1 denoting L1 distance is 401

preferred over the mean square error which results in 402

over-smoothing in the frame generation [41]. 403

Temporal Saliency Prediction takes It+1,t+N as input 404

to generate temporal saliency maps. Temporal Saliency 405

Prediction is trained in a supervised approach using 406

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) loss function: 407

KLD(Pi, Qi) =
∑
x

∑
y

Pi(x, y) log

[
Pi(x, y)

Qi(x, y)

]
, (5)

where Pi is the temporal fixation map and Qi is the 408

temporal saliency map for the (t + i)th frame. The fixation 409

map refers to the binary map where we use 1 to indicate the 410

human gaze location. To avoid sparseness of fixation maps, 411

we convolve each binary fixation map with a gaussian mask 412

and then we normalize it to be within range [0, 1]. 413

Similarly, DFG-P takes the latent representation h(It) of 414

the current frame It as the input to generate gaze spatial 415

prior maps. We train DFG-P in a supervised manner using 416

the same KLD loss function in Equation 5 where Pi is the 417

temporal fixation map and Qi is the gaze spatial prior map 418

for the (t+ i)th frame. 419

3.6 Implementation Details 420

DFG is developed based on [56] in Torch. The source code is 421

available at https://github.com/Mengmi/deepfuturegaze 422

gan. We train everything from scratch with the input frame 423

size being 3 × 64 × 64. The batch size is 32. The latent 424

representation h(It) is of dimension 1024 × 4 × 4 after 425

5 layers of 2D convolution layers for encoding image 426

representation. We normalize all videos to be within the 427

range [−1, 1]. The gaze spatial prior maps and the temporal 428

saliency maps are of the same dimensions where N = 32, 429

W = 64, and H = 64. 430

Gaze prediction on current frame DFG can also be used 431

for gaze prediction on the current frame. Since Generator 432

outputs a sequence of generated frames where the first 433

https://github.com/Mengmi/deepfuturegaze_gan
https://github.com/Mengmi/deepfuturegaze_gan
https://github.com/Mengmi/deepfuturegaze_gan
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frame must be consistent with the input frame due to L1434

distance loss in Equation(4), we take the spatial coordinate435

with the maximum probability in the first predicted436

temporal saliency map as the predicted gaze location on the437

current frame.438

4 EXPERIMENTS439

We test DFG on gaze anticipation as well as gaze prediction440

over current frames on all public datasets using standard441

evaluation metrics. We also provide detailed analysis of442

DFG through ablation study and visualization of the443

learnt convolution filters. In the end, we demonstrate444

our anticipated gazes are useful in egocentric activity445

recognition.446

4.1 Datasets447

GTEA Dataset [58] This dataset contains 17 sequences on448

meal preparation tasks performed by 14 subjects. Each video449

clip lasts for about 4 minutes with the frame rate 15 fps and450

frame resolution 480×640. The subjects are asked to prepare451

meals freely. Same as Yin et al. [3], we use videos 1, 4, 6-22452

as training set and the rest as test set.453

GTEAplus Dataset [3] This dataset consists of 7 meal454

preparation activities. There are 5 subjects, each performing455

these 7 activities. Each video clip takes 10 to 15 minutes456

on average with frame rate 12 fps and frame resolution457

960×1280. We do 5-fold cross validation across all 5 subjects458

and take their average for evaluation as [3].459

Object Search Tasks (OST) To explore whether DFG can be460

generalized well for other tasks in egocentric contexts, we461

include the public egocentric video dataset in object search462

[4]. This dataset consists of 57 sequences on search and463

retrieval tasks performed by 55 subjects in a fully furnished464

and functional model home. Each video clip lasts for around465

15 minutes with the frame rate 10 fps and frame resolution466

480 × 640. Each subject is asked to search for a list of 22467

items and move them to the packing location (dining table).468

Compared with GTEA and GTEAplus, this dataset involves469

larger head motions and the human subjects have to walk470

around and look for objects in the search list with hands471

appearing less frequently.472

Hollywood2 Dataset [59] This is a public third person video473

dataset with 12 classes of human actions. [60] provides474

the gaze data for this dataset to study gaze dynamics.475

We include a subset of this dataset to evaluate DFG on476

gaze anticipation in the context of third person videos.477

In particular, video clips with these four actions related478

to social interactions are included in our experiment:479

handshaking, person hugging, kissing and person fighting.480

Among 3669 video clips in total, there are 365 video clips481

for training and 127 for testing and validation.482

4.2 Evaluation Metrics483

We use four standard evaluation metrics on gaze484

anticipation: Area Under the Curve (AUC) [61], Average485

Angular Error (AAE) [62], Normalized Scanpath Saliency486

(NSS) [63] and Precision-Recall Curve (PR) [64] as below.487

Area Under the Curve (AUC) is the most commonly used488

saliency evaluation metric. It measures the area under a489

curve of true positive versus false positive rates under 490

various threshold values on saliency maps. 491

Average Angular Error (AAE) is the angular distance 492

between the predicted gaze location and the ground truth. 493

Normalized Scanpath Saliency (NSS) computes the 494

average normalized saliency at the fixated locations. 495

Precision-Recall Curve (PR) represents results for binary 496

decision in machine learning [64]. We report the area under 497

the precision-recall curve at the ith future frame. 498

There are four datasets with four evaluation metrics 499

resulting in 16 combinations. We report the gaze anticipation 500

evaluation results in full using all evaluation metrics 501

across all four datasets. For simplicity, in ablation study 502

and architecture analysis, we opt to focus on reporting 503

the analysis results on GTEA in egocentric videos and 504

Hollywood2 in third person videos as representatives only 505

using AUC and AAE in the main text. Refer to the 506

Supplementary Material for some evaluation results on 507

other datasets. For consistency, except for Figure 3 and 4 508

where we show the metrics scores for all future 31 frames, 509

we report the mean gaze anticipation accuracy by averaging 510

the metrics scores over the current frame as well as the next 511

31 future frames. 512

4.3 Baselines 513

We create several competitive baselines as follows. 514

First, to show the effectiveness of end-to-end learning 515

where all the parameters are trained jointly, we use 516

Generator to generate future frames after the training phase 517

and compare DFG with state-of-the-art saliency prediction 518

algorithms on these frames including Graph-based Visual 519

Saliency (GBVS) [14], Natural Statistics Saliency (SUN) [15], 520

Adaptive Whitening Saliency (AWS) [65], Attention-based 521

Information Maximization (AIM) [66], Itti’s Model (Itti) [67], 522

and Image Signature Saliency (ImSig) [68]. Moreover, 523

we also include gaze prediction methods on videos [34] 524

(AWSD) and [33] (OBDL). 525

Second, SALICON [25] is a deep learning architecture 526

for saliency prediction on static images. We train SALICON 527

from scratch on the egocentric datasets by using real frames 528

and their corresponding fixation maps. After that, the 529

pre-trained SALICON model is tested on our generated 530

frames for gaze anticipation. 531

Third, we create another baseline (OpticalShift) to study 532

the effect of temporal dynamics. We use our model to 533

predict gaze on the current frame and compute the dense 534

optical flow between the previous frame and the current 535

frame using [69]. The predicted gaze is then warped to the 536

future frames by shifting it based on the flow at that position 537

as the future gaze locations. 538

Fourth, we include the graph-based method to model 539

gaze transition dynamics as proposed by [3] for gaze 540

prediction on current frames in GTEA and GTEAplus. 541

We exclude this method on OST since the required hand 542

annotations by [3] are not available. We also cannot extend 543

this method to gaze anticipation problem. 544

4.4 Results of Gaze Anticipation on Egocentric Videos 545

DFG surpasses all the competitive baselines significantly 546

in gaze anticipation in egocentric videos. We report the 547
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(a) GTEA Dataset (2.1 sec ahead)
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(b) OST Dataset (3.2 sec ahead)
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(c) Hollywood2 Dataset (1.3 sec ahead)

Fig. 3. Evaluation of Gaze Anticipation using Area Under the Curve (AUC) on the current frame as well as 31 future frames in GTEA, OST and
Hollywood2 Dataset. Evaluation results in GTEAplus dataset are similar as GTEA. See Supplementary Material for evaluation results of gaze
anticipation in GTEAplus Dataset. Larger is better. The algorithms in the legend are introduced in Section 4.3.
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(a) GTEA Dataset (2.1 sec ahead)
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(b) OST Dataset (3.2 sec ahead)
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(c) Hollywood2 Dataset (1.3 sec ahead)

Fig. 4. Evaluation of Gaze Anticipation using Average Angular Error (AAE) on the current frame as well as 31 future frames in GTEA, OST and
Hollywood2 Dataset. Evaluation results in GTEAplus dataset are similar as GTEA. See Supplementary Material for evaluation results of gaze
anticipation in GTEAplus Dataset. Smaller is better. The algorithms in the legend are introduced in Section 4.3.

quantitative evaluation results in Figure 3 (AUC), Figure 4548

(AAE) and Table 1 (NSS and PR) on egocentric datasets.549

Over all egocentric datasets (GTEA, GTEAplus, and550

OST), DFG outperforms all the competitive baselines. In551

particular, we observe a significant performance boost with552

respect to our previous method (DFG-G) [4] which is the553

second best as shown in Figure 3 and 4 by 26.2%, 12.0%554

and 8.8% in relative advance (RA) in AAE and 4.5%, 0.05%555

and 2.3% in RA in AUC. RA in percentage is computed as556

RA(OUR,BB) =
‖
∑N

i=1 OURi −
∑N

i=1 BBi‖∑N
i=1 BBi

, (6)

where N=32 is the number of generated future frames,557

OURi is the metric score of our model and BBi is the metric558

score of DFG-G on the ith future frame. Complementary559

to DFG-G, fusion with DFG-P greatly improves the gaze560

anticipation performance which emphasizes the necessary561

role of DFG-P pathway which predicts gaze priors for the562

task at hand and biases the saliency maps predicted by563

DFG-G. See Section 4.9 for more analysis.564

Qualitative results in Figure 5 demonstrate that DFG565

learns to untangle foreground and background motions.566

For example, both the hand and the object (the bun) get567

highlighted in the foreground. As the high intensity value568

on the mask denotes the foreground, the manipulation point569

(the control point where the subject is manipulating the570

TABLE 1
Averaged gaze anticipation performance over current frame as well as
31 future frames using Normalized Saliency Scanpath (NSS) and the
area under the Precision-Recall Curve (PR). Higher is better for NSS

and PR. Best results are in bold.

GTEA GTEAplus OST Hollywood2
Metrics NSS PR NSS PR NSS PR NSS PR

ours 1.62 0.50 1.95 0.53 1.45 0.48 1.91 0.56
SAL [25] 0.97 0.46 1.11 0.43 1.91 0.45 1.76 0.49

GBVS [14] 0.94 0.42 1.52 0.44 0.75 0.43 0.54 0.41
AWS [65] 0.73 0.39 0.74 0.42 0.13 0.39 -0.05 0.41
AIM [66] 0.91 0.39 0.85 0.39 0.55 0.42 0.73 0.41
SUN [15] 0.77 0.38 1.58 0.46 0.74 0.41 0.65 0.38
Itti [67] 0.67 0.40 1.01 0.40 0.18 0.43 -0.22 0.41

ImSig [68] 0.62 0.38 1.03 0.39 0.40 0.42 0.56 0.41
AWSD [34] 0.69 0.40 1.06 0.42 0.56 0.41 0.44 0.41
OBDL [33] 1.02 0.42 1.21 0.42 0.78 0.42 1.14 0.44

object with hands) shows the highest activation on the mask 571

whereas the background (the table surface) is uniform over 572

time as shown in the darker regions of the mask. 573

It is also observed that the temporal saliency maps 574

anticipated by DFG-P and DFG-G are visually different. 575

Though DFG-P assigns high attention values to the 576

manipulation point (slightly below the center of the 577

egocentric field of view across all future frames in general 578

during the table-top food preparation process), it fails to 579

capture the hand motion when the subject is rotating the 580
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Fig. 5. Example results of gaze anticipation on GTEAplus egocentric video dataset. Our DFG model produces 31 future frames based on the current
frame. From first to last rows, results on future frames #1, 5, 9, 17, 29 with respect to the current frame are shown. The leftmost column shows the
ground truth (GT) with red circle denoting human gaze locations. Column 2, 3, 4 (FG, mask, BG) show the foreground F (·), the mask M(·), and the
background B(·) learnt by Generator respectively. Column 5 shows the generated future frames (GEN). Column 6 and 7 show the corresponding
predicted temporal saliency maps from two pathways DFG-G and DFG-P in our model. Column 8 show the final integrated temporal saliency maps
predicted by our model. Column 9 and onwards show the predicted temporal saliency maps by all baselines (See Section 4.3). Best viewed in color.
See Supplementary Material for more qualitative examples.
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Fig. 6. Example results of gaze anticipation on Hollywood2 third person video dataset. The format and conventions follow those in Figure 5.

bun within the local region; conversely, DFG-G anticipates581

the effect of local hand motion and hence, predicts slight582

attention shifts in the future frames. More qualitative results583

in Supplementary Material demonstrate that DFG-G and584

DFG-P can be jointly adapted in different tasks which cover585

varieties of illumination conditions, head orientations, hand586

poses, and manipulated objects.587

Though SALICON learns an abundance of semantic588

information, it excludes temporal dependencies which are589

crucial for gaze anticipation on egocentric videos. Although590

SALICON has performed better than conventional saliency591

prediction methods, its performance is inferior to DFG592

which learns spatial-temporal information.593

For OpticalShift, we observe that its AUC and AAE594

curves drop monotonically. It confirms that the optical595

flow computed from the current state cannot adapt to the596

complexity of the temporal dynamics in longer time periods.597

We provide comparisons with gaze prediction methods598

on videos [33], [34]. Although these methods take temporal599

information into account, these feature cues (space-time600

whitening and information from video compressors) on601

synthetic frames are still not sufficient compared with602

DFG-G [4]. Another missing element in these models is603

task-specific information which is also critical for gaze604

anticipation. 605

4.5 Results of Gaze Anticipation on Normal Videos 606

Beyond egocentric videos, we test DFG on third person 607

videos where the backgrounds are often static. From the 608

quantitative evaluation results in Figure 3c (AUC), Figure 4c 609

(AAE) and Table 1 (NSS and PR), DFG achieves the best 610

performance in Hollywood2 dataset with four evaluation 611

metrics. Using Equation 6, DFG outperforms our previous 612

method (DFG-G) [4] by 7.1% in relative advance (RA) in 613

AAE and 0.09% in RA in AUC. 614

We present a qualitative example in Figure 6 in hand 615

shaking scenario in Hollywood2. From the results, it 616

demonstrates that DFG is also capable of segmenting 617

foreground objects from static backgrounds in third person 618

videos. For example, the three persons get highlighted in 619

the mask. As the background is uniform over time, this is 620

reflected in the darker regions of the mask as well as the 621

bright regions in the background stream. Furthermore, we 622

also observe that DFG can adaptively generate “realistic” 623

future frames regardless of variant color conditions, such as 624

the gray-scale video frames as shown in Figure 6. 625

We also note that DFG-P learns the general gaze 626

anticipation patterns when it requires complex gaze shifts 627
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TABLE 2
Evaluation of Center Bias Effect over the Next 31 Frames

sAUC GTEA GTEAplus OST Hollywood2
DFG(ours) 0.62 0.57 0.57 0.52
Center Bias 0.5 0.5 0.49 0.49

TABLE 3
Average Spatial Bias and Human Performance over the Next 31

Frames on GTEA and GTEAplus Datasets.

GTEA GTEAplus
AUC AAE AUC AAE

Our Best 0.90 8.3 0.94 5.9
GazeDistriMap 0.86 9.3 0.93 7.4
GazeDistriMap + DFG-G 0.88 9.0 0.94 6.8
Human 0.66 9.5 0.77 6.8

while human subjects are observing a video clip in a social628

interaction task. The qualitative example in Figure 6 shows629

an occasion where three persons are having a conversation.630

Though there is no significant visual change in this social631

interaction case and DFG-G predicts almost static future632

frames over time, DFG-P anticipates attention spread across633

the three persons where the highest activation points on the634

saliency maps shift from the center to the left across frames635

which is consistent with the ground truth gaze patterns.636

Compared with the performance on egocentric videos,637

SALICON performs relatively better on third person638

videos. This is because the backgrounds in video clips in639

Hollywood2 are often static which alleviates the demands of640

temporal information. In addition, the semantic information641

such as faces appear often in social interaction tasks where642

SALICON is good at attending to these semantic objects on643

each frame. The performance of the rest of the baselines on644

Hollywood2 is consistent with those in egocentric videos.645

4.6 Spatial Bias Analysis646

In this section, we study the various spatial biases including647

center bias, gaze fixation distribution from the training data648

as well as head motion and how they may effect the gaze649

anticipation performance in egocentric and normal videos.650

4.6.1 Center Bias651

We often observe a strong center bias in egocentric videos.652

This is due to the fact that egocentric videos are captured653

from the first person view. Humans always move their654

heads to attend to the regions of interest. In this case, gazes655

often align with head orientations. Thus, gaze shift in the656

large distance gets compensated by head movements with657

small gaze shifts. Similarly, center bias is also present in658

free-viewing tasks in static images and third person videos659

[70]. As AUC favors center bias, we use shuffled-AUC660

(sAUC) to compare our model with center bias and we661

report its sAUC score in Table 2. It confirms that our662

model learns to anticipate gaze by taking various semantic663

information and motion dynamics into account instead of664

predicting center bias on future frames over all datasets.665

4.6.2 Gaze Distribution Map666

We report the two variations of utilizing the 2D gaze667

distribution map computed from all human fixations in the668

TABLE 4
Statistics of Camera and Gaze Motions

Gaze Motion Camera Motion
Mean Median Variance Mean Median Variance

GTEA 20.4 13.5 508 6.7 3.6 92
GTEAplus 7.1 5.0 89 9.9 5.8 135
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Fig. 7. Evaluation of Average Gaze Anticipation Performance over 31
future frames versus magnitude of head motions in GTEA

training set: (1). the 2D gaze distribution map alone as the 669

predicted temporal saliency map on all future frames; (2) we 670

replace DFG-P in our DFG model with the gaze distribution 671

map. See Supplementary Material for implementations of 672

these two variants. 673

Table 3 shows the gaze distribution map alone (Row 2) is 674

much worse than our DFG model (Row 1). Though DFG-G 675

with gaze distribution map (Row 3) is better than gaze 676

distribution alone, it is still inferior to DFG by 1 in GTEA 677

and 1.5 in GTEAplus in terms of AAE. This suggests the 678

gaze prior has complex dynamics and DFG-P which learns 679

gaze prior variations depending on the task specifications is 680

important for gaze anticipation. 681

4.6.3 Head Motion 682

We provide the statistics of head and gaze motion in pixels 683

in our test data in GTEA and GTEAplus datasets. As there 684

is no ground truth for head motion, we estimate it by 685

averaging the dense optical flow in the boundary pixels 686

between adjacent frames. With respect to a frame (480 by 687

640 in pixels), the statistics of amplitudes for these motion 688

are reported in Table 4. To study the effect of head motion 689

on gaze anticipation, we calculate the averaged magnitude 690

of head motion across the next 31 ground truth frames 691

and report the averaged gaze anticipation performance on 692

these frames in Figure 7. In general, the gaze anticipation 693

performance of our DFG model drops when there is 694

larger head motion (see Supplementary Material for 695

qualitative examples). However, its performance does not 696

monotonically decrease. It is possible that when there is a 697

very large head motion, gaze shift gets compensated and 698

aligns with head orientations. Due to the complex nature 699

and large variances between gaze and head motions, our 700

analysis confirms that the two-stream Generator in our DFG 701

model is critical for better gaze anticipation by estimating 702

the these two motions separately. 703

4.7 Discrepancy of future frames from real scenes 704

We study how discrepancy of the future frames from the 705

real scene will effect gaze anticipation performance. To 706
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Fig. 8. Evaluation of Average Gaze Anticipation Performance over 31
future frames versus confidence of Discriminator in our model in GTEA

quantitatively evaluate the quality of the generated future707

frames from Generator, we compute the confidence of708

Discriminator which acts as a competitor against Generator709

striving to distinguish whether the generated frames are real710

or synthetic. The more confident Discriminator is, the easier711

for Discriminator to tell real ones from the synthetic; hence,712

the more discrepancy there is between the generated future713

frames generated by Generator and the real scene. Ideally,714

if the synthetic frames are indistinguishable from real715

frames, the Discriminator confidence is 0.5. Figure 8 shows716

the average gaze anticipation performance over the next717

31 future frames versus the confidence of Discriminator.718

The gaze anticipation performance is positively correlated719

with the quality of the generated frames which validates720

that Discriminator is critical for providing feedbacks to721

Generator in order to generate more realistic future frames722

useful for improving gaze anticipation performance.723

4.8 Human Performance on Gaze Anticipation724

As human benchmark is a gold standard in many computer725

vision tasks and it is not clear how humans perform in our726

gaze anticipation task, we conduct human psychophysics727

experiments to test human performance in this task. For fair728

comparison with the computational models, we provide 4729

human subjects (22-28 years old, 2 females, 2 males) with730

two training phases and test them on gaze anticipation731

tasks on 50 video clips per test set from GTEA and732

GTEAplus datasets. See Figure 9 for experiment schematics733

and Supplementary Material for detailed description of734

experimental procedures.735

We report the average human performance on gaze736

anticipation task over the next 31 future frames in Table 3,737

Row 4. Human performance is as good as gaze fixation738

maps with DFG-G but still inferior to our DFG model.739

However, this result cannot be over-interpreted as there are740

several differences between humans and the computational741

models: (1) number of training samples (humans are742

exposed to fewer training samples compared with DFG);743

and (2) knowledge of the tasks (humans do not have full744

knowledge about all the task information in each dataset745

while computational models are trained with more varieties746

of tasks). This is an interesting future research direction747

and it suggests promising real life applications where748

the computational models could assist humans in several749

domains involving gaze anticipation, such as health care750

and autonomous driving.751

Training Phase 1

Frame k Frame k+1 Mouse click on 
anticipated gaze 

Training Phase 2

Frame k Frame k+1

Frame 0 Frame 0: Predicted 
gaze

Frame 1..32:
Anticipated gaze

Testing Phase

Time

Fig. 9. Schematic description of human psychophysics experiment on
gaze anticipation. In Training Phase 1, subjects are presented with
all the video frames of 5 training video clips and their corresponding
over-laid ground truth gaze locations denoted by red circles. In Training
Phase 2, subjects are first presented with the current video frame with
ground truth gaze location same as Training Phase 1 followed by a blank
gray screen. Subjects use computer mouses to click on the anticipated
gaze location for the t + 1th frame. Next, the ground truth video frame
overlaid with ground truth gaze location (red circle) and mouse click
location (blue cross) are shown. Repeat for all 5 training video clips.
In the testing phase, subjects are only presented with the current frame.
They have to use computer mouse to click on the predicted gaze location
on the current frame as well as anticipated future gaze locations on
blank gray screen for a total of 100 testing video clips (50 clips per
dataset in GTEA and GTEAplus).

TABLE 5
Ablation Study on GTEA, OST and Hollywood2 Datasets

GTEA OST Hollywood2
AUC AAE AUC AAE AUC AAE

Our Best (DFG) 0.90 8.3 0.87 9.5 0.95 7.4
DFG-P 0.88 8.9 0.87 9.8 0.93 7.5
DFG-G 0.86 11.3 0.85 10.3 0.94 7.9
One-stream 0.85 12.0 0.86 10.5 0.95 7.7
Replace(GT) 0.82 13.5 0.80 13.0 0.86 12.6
Remove(D) 0.83 12.0 0.85 10.6 0.88 14.3

4.9 Ablation Study on Egocentric and Normal Videos 752

In order to study the effect of the individual component 753

of DFG on both egocentric and third person videos, 754

we do an ablation study and test on GTEA, OST and 755

Hollywood2 datasets by removing only one component 756

in DFG at one time while the rest of the architecture 757

remains the same. There are five tests: (1) we remove 758

DFG-G and evaluate the predicted temporal saliency maps 759

from DFG-P only; (2) we remove DFG-P and this is the 760

same as our previous algorithm with only DFG-G [4]. (3) 761

we replace the two-stream 3D-CNN in Generator with 762

the same structure as [56], i.e. the background stream is 763

2D-CNN which assumes the background is “static” while 764

the foreground stream remains the same; (4) we train 765

Temporal Saliency Prediction directly on real frames and 766

test it on the generated frames from Generator; (5) we 767

remove Discriminator and we only use L1 distance loss for 768

future frame generation. Scores for gaze anticipation in AAE 769

and AUC are averaged across future 31 frames as shown in 770

Table 5. See Supplementary Material for schematics of the 771

ablated models. 772
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Compared with our previous method DFG-G [4],773

we proposed a complementary task-specific DFG-P and774

integrated it with DFG-G. To study its effectiveness, we775

test each of these two pathways individually. DFG-P776

alone performs better than DFG-G by 2.4 in GTEA, 0.5777

in OST and 0.4 in Hollywood2 in terms of AAE but778

both pathways are worse than our integrated framework779

(DFG). We also duplicate the results of DFG-P (Row780

2) and DFG-G (Row 3) in Figure 3 and Figure 4. We781

observe that both individual pathways outperform all the782

baselines significantly. It suggests that both the bottom-up783

attention mechanism DFG-G and the gaze prior maps784

predicted from task-specific information by DFG-P have785

essential contributions to gaze anticipation in egocentric and786

third-person videos.787

4.9.1 Ablation Analysis on Egocentric Videos788

The third ablation study (Row 4) on changing the789

background stream to a static one leads to an increase of790

3.7 in GTEA and 1 in OST in terms of AAE. This implies the791

two-stream 3D-CNN in Generator is essential for learning792

foreground and background motions which can further793

improve gaze anticipation accuracy.794

Compared with DFG, the fourth ablated model (Row795

5) with Temporal Saliency Prediction trained on real796

frames performs worse with an increase of 5.2 in GTEA797

and 3.5 in OST in terms of AAE. In DFG, Temporal798

Saliency Prediction is attached after Generator for799

temporal saliency map prediction using end-to-end training.800

However, Temporal Saliency Prediction in the third ablated801

model, which are trained only on real frames, cannot802

perform well since it cannot learn the essential features on803

the generated frames. It demonstrates that the features on804

the generated frames are different from those on real frames805

and hence, end-to-end training is necessary for Temporal806

Saliency Prediction to learn these essential features on the807

generated future frames.808

The fifth ablation study with Discriminator removed809

(Row 6) shows an increases of 3.7 in GTEA and 1.1 in810

OST in terms of AAE. This demonstrates that Discriminator811

is important as the feedback to Temporal Saliency812

Prediction which provides the additional constraints such813

that Generator can generate more “realistic” future frames814

in longer time duration. These “realistic” future frames are815

critical for gaze anticipation.816

4.9.2 Ablation Analysis on Normal Videos817

Results in Hollywood2 dataset show DFG outperforms818

DFG-G by 0.5 and DFG-P by 0.1 in Hollywood2 in819

terms of AAE. Compared with GTEA, we observe that the820

task-specific influences from DFG-P have less impacts in821

Hollywood2 which is a third person video dataset. As gaze822

information reflects human intention and behaviors, this823

implies that the gazes in egocentric videos are often guided824

by willful plans or current goals as task-specific attentional825

effect. This has also been verified in the literature [71], [72].826

The third ablated model (Row 4) has shown marginal827

effect in Hollywood2 with an increase of 0.3 in terms of828

AAE while there is an increase of 3.7 in GTEA dataset. As829

the backgrounds in Hollywood2 are often static in most830

cases, the 2D-CNN stream in Generator in the ablated831

TABLE 6
Results of Gaze Prediction on the Current Frame

GTEAplus GTEA Our OST Hollywood
Metrics AUC AAE AUC AAE AUC AAE AUC AAE
DFG(ours) 0.95 5.6 0.92 8.1 0.88 9.6 0.95 7.75
DFG-P 0.93 6.2 0.9 7.69 0.88 9.5 0.94 7.9
DFG-G [4] 0.95 6.6 0.88 10.5 0.85 10.6 0.95 8.3
Yin [3] 0.87 7.9 0.88 8.4 - - - -
SAL [25] 0.82 15.6 0.76 16.5 0.85 13.3 0.84 14.0
GBVS [14] 0.80 14.7 0.77 15.3 0.71 18.8 0.75 10.5
AWS [65] 0.82 14.8 0.78 17.5 0.56 22.8 0.5 17.5
AIM [66] 0.76 15.0 0.82 14.2 0.77 17.0 0.75 14.4
SUN [15] 0.84 14.7 0.80 18.1 0.53 25.0 0.66 17.7
Itti [67] 0.75 19.9 0.75 18.4 0.62 19.0 0.67 26.7
ImSig [68] 0.79 16.5 0.78 19.0 0.56 24.2 0.60 20.9
AWSD [34] 0.78 16.0 0.77 18.2 0.49 21.9 0.68 20.6
OBDL [33] 0.82 19.9 0.80 15.6 0.63 19.7 0.85 16.0

model could still model the semantics on the background 832

in normal videos. However, in GTEA, the second ablated 833

model cannot learn complex motion dynamics in the 834

backgrounds which leads to a significant performance drop. 835

This further verifies the necessity of splitting Generator into 836

two 3D-CNN streams in order to model the foreground and 837

background motions in egocentric videos. 838

Compared with DFG, the fourth ablated model (Row 5) 839

with Temporal Saliency Prediction trained on real frames 840

performs worse with an increase of 5.2 in Hollywood2 841

in terms of AAE. It implies that the end-to-end training 842

on the generated frames is equivalently important in 843

both egocentric videos and third person videos such that 844

Temporal Saliency Prediction can learn essential features 845

on the synthesized frames. 846

The fifth ablation study (Row 6) with Discriminator 847

removed shows an increases of 6.9 in Hollywood2 in terms 848

of AAE. This again validates the point that Discriminator 849

plays a critical role in generating more realistic future 850

frames. Moreover, we note that the performance drops more 851

in Hollywood2 compared with GTEA. This implies that 852

Discriminator is more important in the case of third person 853

videos as the supervision from Didscriminator prevents 854

over-fitting problems of Temporal Saliency Prediction in 855

a more simplified task where there is less motion involved. 856

4.10 Results on Current Frame Gaze Prediction 857

We compare DFG with state-of-the-art saliency prediction 858

algorithms in Section 4.3 on real frames in the testsets 859

of all egocentric and third person video datasets and 860

we report both AAE and AUC scores of gaze prediction 861

on current frames in Table 6. Number denoted in bold 862

is the best. Results show that DFG performs better 863

than the-state-of-the-arts even without explicitly specifying 864

useful visual cues, such as hands, objects of interest and 865

faces. Moreover, different from the traditional methods, 866

our model takes the current frame as the only input 867

without any past information. Compared with DFG-G, 868

we observe that AAE scores decrease significantly and 869

even surpass Yin et al. [3] on GTEA. It implies that the 870

integration of task-specific information from DFG-P with 871

DFG-G contributes to gaze prediction on current frames. 872

4.11 Analysis on Temporal Dependency of Gaze States 873

It is observed that the gaze movement on individual frames 874

is dependent on their previous states; e.g. to anticipate gaze 875
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TABLE 7
Evaluation of Gaze Anticipation on Frames at Time t+ 16 and t+ 32

Average Angular Error (AAE)
GTEAplus GTEA

Models Ours(DFG) SALICON Ours(DFG) SALICON
time t+ 16 6.0 11.4 8.4 18.4
time t+ 32 6.5 19.5 9.0 16.6

Area Under Curve (AUC)
GTEAplus GTEA

Models Ours(DFG) SALICON Ours(DFG) SALICON
time t+ 16 0.939 0.916 0.891 0.710
time t+ 32 0.937 0.722 0.873 0.767

(a) GP1 (b) GP4

Fig. 10. Visualization of the convolution filters in the first (GP1) and
the second last (GP4) 3D convolution layers of Temporal Saliency
Prediction Module in our DFG model. Subfigure 10a: the filters in
the first 3D convolution layer show low-level features, such as edges.
Subfigure 10b: the regions of salient objects are highly activated in the
second last convolution layer, such as the fonts on the oatmeal box.

on the frame t + 32, we need to consider gaze transitions876

across frames by also anticipating gaze on frames t to t+31.877

For verification, we created one baseline: train SALICON878

model, a 2D-ConvNet, directly for gaze anticipation at time879

t+16 and t+32 using their respective ground truth at time880

t + 16 and t + 32. See Table 7 for results in terms of AUC881

and AAE on GTEA and GTEAplus. Number denoted in882

bold is the best. DFG performs much better than SALICON.883

This suggests the temporal dependence across frames plays884

fundamental roles in gaze anticipation in egocentric videos885

and future frame generation using GANs is useful.886

4.12 Analysis on Frame Numbers887

In video analysis, the number of consecutive frames is a888

key parameter in practice. To study the effect of the number889

of frames on which we anticipate gaze, we assign the890

scalar weights to tune the losses in both Generator and891

Temporal Saliency Prediction for the next 32 frames while892

maintaining the same architecture. See Supplementary893

Material for implementation details and reported results.894

From the results, we observe that given an input frame, in895

order to anticipate gazes on subsequent L frames, models896

trained with L + K frames will perform better as K897

increases. This is because Temporal Saliency Prediction can898

learn the temporal dynamics with more information flowing899

back from the future K frames.900

4.13 Visualization of convolution filters901

As Temporal Saliency Prediction estimates temporal902

saliency maps based on the generated frames, we analyze903

the learnt convolution filters in Temporal Saliency904

Prediction and align the observations with human905

bottom-up visual attention mechanism. See Supplementary906

Material for visualization method of convolution filters. We 907

observe that the filters in the first convolution layer of 908

Temporal Saliency Prediction learn the low level features, 909

such as edges and regions of high contrast. This observation 910

aligns well bottom-up visual attention which is driven by 911

low level features at the initial stage according to [11]. 912

More interestingly, we also find the learnt features change 913

across time, e.g. the black region increases from left to right 914

across time (row 2 in Figure 10a) and the brightness in the 915

bottom regions decay across time (row 4 in Figure 10a). 916

This demonstrates DFG learns motion dynamics such as 917

translation and the gradient change of surfaces. As the level 918

of convolution layers increases, we can see more complex 919

patterns. In the second last layer, the regions containing 920

semantic information get activated with some examples 921

shown in Figure 10b. This includes salient objects, such as 922

the white bowl, the tip of the milk box, the fonts on the 923

oatmeal box and the bread with butter. Overall, we infer 924

that DFG-G not only learns egocentric cues in the spatial 925

domain but also motion dynamics in the temporal domain. 926

4.14 Gaze-aided Egocentric Activity Recognition 927

Recent papers have shown that visual attention could help 928

in egocentric activity recognition [3], [73]. To verify our 929

proposed future gaze model is also useful for egocentric 930

activity recognition, we integrate gaze information into the 931

feedforward 3D-CNN for egocentric activity recognition. 932

As [74] shows that 3D-CNN can be used for activity 933

recognition, we adapt the down-scaled framework from 934

[74] (C3D) and integrate the anticipated gaze into the 935

network. See Supplementary Material for implementation 936

details and activity recognition accuracies. From the results, 937

one can observe that our gaze-aided model surpasses C3D 938

network [74] and several traditional methods [75], [76] and 939

the guess-at-random basline significantly. By comparing 940

the model with our predicted gaze and the one with 941

the center gaze, it can be found that more accurate 942

gaze prediction could result in better egocentric activity 943

recognition. However, the wrong gaze information may 944

be misleading for the network, which may result in poor 945

performances as the baseline uses the center bias. 946

5 CONCLUSION 947

We present a new challenging gaze anticipation problem 948

on future frames as an extension of the gaze prediction 949

problem on current frames on both egocentric and third 950

person videos. We develop an integrated framework, 951

named as Deep Future Gaze (DFG), consisting of 952

two pathways: bottom-up pathway DFG-G built upon 953

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) and task-specific 954

pathway DFG-P generating gaze spatial prior maps 955

which modulate the bottom-up saliency prediction. We 956

evaluate our integrated model using standard metrics and 957

our performance surpasses all the competitive baselines 958

significantly in both egocentric and third-person videos 959

covering various activities, such as cooking and object 960

search tasks. Moreover, we investigate the potential factors 961

contributing to better gaze anticipation performance and 962

justify the importance of the individual component in our 963
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proposed architecture. Though our model is not specifically964

trained for gaze prediction problem on current frames, DFG965

performs better compared with the state-of-the-art. Different966

from all the existing methods, DFG does not require explicit967

egocentric cues or any past information.968
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